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Description

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority
from U.S. Application No. 12/192,429, filed August 15,
2008.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to golf club heads,
and in particular, to a golf club head system including
various interchangeable parts for providing a customer
specific golf club head.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Longer distance golf clubs or drivers tradition-
ally had heads made of wood (and were sometimes re-
ferred to as "woods"). However, wood, being a natural
material, may be subject to unwanted variations or de-
fects, and further requires a great deal of effort and ex-
pense to shape properly.
[0004] Thus, a new generation of longer distance golf
clubs having hollow metal heads (and referred to as "met-
al woods" or "wood-type" golf clubs) was developed. The
use of strong, lightweight metals in the heads has allowed
for greater consistency in achieving performance char-
acteristics and more efficient forming techniques.
[0005] More recently, metal woods have been formed
with a metallic strike face portion and a non-metallic or
partially non-metallic aft body portion. By using a hollow
aft body portion and by reducing the density of the ma-
terial used to form the aft body portion, the overall dimen-
sions of the club heads could be increased while main-
taining the same head weight. This allowed the heads of
metal woods to be designed with increased striking sur-
face area and increased moment of inertia characteris-
tics.
[0006] During the game of golf, an individual swings
the golf club such that the golf club head travels through
a generally arcuate path. Upon impact with a golf ball, a
portion of the inertia of golf club, and particularly the in-
ertia of golf club head, is transferred to the golf ball, there-
by propelling the golf ball (hopefully) toward an intended
target. The position of a center of gravity of the head and
the club head’s path toward the ball have an influence
upon whether the golf ball curves right, curves left, or
follows a generally straight route. More specifically, the
golf ball follows a generally straight route when the center
of gravity is positioned behind the point of engagement
of the ball with the striking plate and when the club head
is traveling toward the intended target at the moment of
impact with the ball. When the center of gravity is offset
to one side of the point of engagement and/or when the
club is traveling at an angle with respect to the intended
path, however, the golf ball may follow a route that curves
left or right. Similarly, the offset of the center of gravity

of the golf club head above or below (or closer to or farther
away from) the point of engagement has an influence
upon whether the golf ball exhibits a boring or a climbing
trajectory.
[0007] The center of gravity (or center of mass) of a
golf club head is defined as an equilibrium point, i.e., a
point at which the entire weight of the golf club head may
be considered as concentrated so that, if supported at
that point, the golf club head would remain in static equi-
librium in any position.
[0008] It has been recognized that changing the posi-
tion of the center of gravity of the golf club head for dif-
ferent golf clubs may compensate for the swing charac-
teristics of certain golfers so as to correct or modify the
route of the golf ball and thereby improve the golfer’s
game. For example, by moving the center of gravity lower
and toward the rear of the golf club head, a golf shot will
tend to have an increased loft upon impact between the
club and ball. By moving the center of gravity higher and
toward the rear of the golf club head, a golf shot will tend
to have a decreased loft upon impact (a more "boring"
trajectory).
[0009] Even more recently, metal woods have been
developed whereby the aft body portion may be custom-
ized with a plurality of weights strategically placed within
or on the aft body portion so as to vary the center of
gravity and/or the moments of inertia of the golf club head.
Various aft bodies may be pre-manufactured and avail-
able for later, final assembly with a specific golf club face.
A golfer’s swing could be analyzed and the golf club could
be, at least partially, customized to account for various
imperfections or foibles in the individual golfer’s swing
styles.
[0010] In a customizable club system many different
combinations of elements (i.e., shafts, heads, head com-
ponents, etc.) could be selected and permanently at-
tached to one another to form the ultimate club. However,
when buying a golf club, most golfers want to try out the
actual, customized club that they will eventually use. To
achieve a true feel for the club, the customizable com-
ponents must be attached to one another as they would
be under actual playing conditions. Thus, if a combination
of elements is selected and the elements are permanent-
ly attached to each other to form the club (as they would
be under actual playing conditions, so at to achieve a
true feel for the club), but ultimately not chosen by the
golfer, this customized and permanently assembled golf
club could languish in the shop, possibly never being
selected by any golfer. It would be desirable to have a
more versatile component assembly system, whereby
one could freely attach and then detach the different club
elements from one another to try out a variety of club
configurations, while at the same time achieving a true
feel for the club. This would allow golfers to freely try
many different combinations until the best combination
for a particular golfer is acheived.
[0011] Further, it is possible that an individual golfer’s
swing style could improve or otherwise vary over time.
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In such case, a club customized to the golfer’s earlier
swing style may no longer be appropriate. It is also pos-
sible that, after a few initial rounds, the golfer may deter-
mine that the customized club does not accommodate
his swing as much as would be desired. Even further,
new technology or fashions may appear and a golfer may
wish to keep current with the latest. A club having de-
tachable elements would allow the golfer to replace the
elements and modify or upgrade the club as desired.
[0012] EP 1752198 discloses a golf club with a head
whose striking plate is joined at the edges to an especially
aerodynamically shaped dome-like main body. The main
body of the club head, which is in the form of a hollow
body, has a recess for fixing a central weight opposite
the striking plate and at least essentially centrally posi-
tioned in the axial projection relative to the striking plate.
However, EP 1752198 does not disclose a system in
which a gold club head can have a plurality of secondary
body members to adjust center of gravity and moment-
of-inertia characteristics.
[0013] It is an object of the present invention to provide
a golf club head system that reduces or overcomes some
or all of the difficulties inherent in prior known devices.
Particular objects and advantages of the invention will
be apparent to those skilled in the art, that is, those who
are knowledgeable or experienced in this field of tech-
nology, in view of the following disclosure of the invention
and detailed description of certain preferred embodi-
ments.

SUMMARY

[0014] The following presents a general summary of
aspects of the invention in order to provide a basic un-
derstanding of at least some of its aspects. This summary
is not intended as an extensive overview of the invention.
It is not intended to identify key or critical elements of the
invention or to delineate the scope of the invention. The
following summary merely presents some concepts of
the invention in a general form as a prelude to the more
detailed description provided below.
[0015] The present invention is generally directed to a
golf club head including a main body member and a sec-
ondary body member detachably attached to the main
body member. By detachably attaching the secondary
body member to the main body member, the secondary
body member may be detached with only nominal forces
and without damaging either the secondary body mem-
ber or the main body member. This detachability provides
the ability to easily replace one body member with an-
other.
[0016] In one aspect, there is provided a golf club head
system comprising: a main body member having a strik-
ing surface and a rear face, and an at least substantially
enclosed first cavity therebetween; a first secondary body
member detachably attached to the rear face of the main
body member, the first secondary body member and the
main body member defining an at least substantially en-

closed second cavity therebetween; wherein the first sec-
ondary body member extends over the entire rear face
of the main body member, wherein the main body mem-
ber is larger than the secondary body member, wherein
the first secondary body member defines a rear edge of
the club head, wherein the first secondary body member
includes a crown portion and a sole portion and the sole
portion of the first secondary body member has a greater
surface area than the crown portion of the secondary
body member; and at least one other secondary body
member attachably interchangeable with the first sec-
ondary body member, the at least one other secondary
body member having different center of gravity and mo-
ment-of-inertia characteristics than the first secondary
body member.
[0017] The secondary body member may be detach-
ably attached to the main body member in various ways.
In one aspect, the secondary body member is detachably
attached to the main body member with an adhesive,
particularly a liquefying epoxy. In another aspect, the sec-
ondary body member is detachably attached to the main
body member with one or more mechanical elements.
These mechanical elements may included threaded fas-
teners, elastically deformable elements, cam elements
and/or plastically deformable, single-use elements. Fur-
ther, the secondary body member may be both mechan-
ically and adhesively detachably attached to the main
body member.
[0018] Substantial advantage is achieved by providing
a golf club head system as described herein. In particular,
certain preferred embodiments of the present invention
can produce a robust, yet flexible, system for customizing
golf club heads. Moreover, greater design flexibility is
achieved due to the greater number of design parameters
that can be varied, thereby leading to golf club heads that
can be efficiently designed and customized for many dif-
ferent users. This great flexibility is achieved while re-
ducing the inventory of golf club head components and
of completed and assembled clubs.
[0019] These and additional features and advantages
of the invention disclosed herein will be further under-
stood from the following detailed disclosure of certain
preferred embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] A more complete understanding of the present
invention and the advantages thereof may be acquired
by referring to the following description in consideration
of the accompanying drawings, in which like reference
numbers indicate like features, and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a toe side view of a golf club head;

FIG. 2 is a heel side view of the golf club head ac-
cording to the embodiment of FIG. 1, except without
the golf club shaft;
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FIG. 3 is a top view of the golf club head according
to the embodiment of FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is a front view of a golf club head according
to the embodiment FIG. 2;

FIG. 5 is a cross-section view taken at V-V in FIG. 3;

FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a golf club head;

FIG. 7 is an exploded perspective view of the golf
club head according to the embodiment of FIG. 6;

FIG. 8 is a toe side view of a golf club head;

FIG. 9 is a cross-section view of the golf club head
according to the embodiment of FIG. 8;

FIG. 10 is a toe side view of a golf club head;

FIG. 11 is a cross-section view of the golf club head
according to the embodiment of FIG. 10;

FIG. 12 is a perspective view of a golf club head in
two parts, wherein (a) shows main body member 20
from a rear view perspective, and (b) shows second-
ary body member 30 removed from main body mem-
ber 20 and rotated 180 degrees about a vertical axis;

FIG. 13 is a cross-section perspective view of the
golf club head according to the embodiment of FIG.
12;

FIG. 14 is a cross-section, exploded, perspective
view of the golf club head according to the embodi-
ment of FIG. 12;

FIG. 15 is a cross-section perspective view of a toe
portion of the golf club head according to the em-
bodiment of FIG. 12;

FIG. 16 is a cross-section perspective view of a heel
portion of the golf club head according to the em-
bodiment of FIG. 12;

FIG. 17 is a top view of a two golf club heads accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention,
wherein (a) shows the rear body member 30a at-
tached to front body member 20 and (b) shows a
different rear body member 30b attached to the same
front body member;

FIG. 18 is a toe side view of a golf club head;

FIG. 19 is a perspective view of the bottom portion
of the golf club head according to the embodiment
of FIG. 18;

FIG. 20 is a perspective view of the bottom portion
of the golf club head, with the secondary body mem-
ber removed, according to the embodiment of FIG.
18; and

FIG. 21 is a cross-section side view of a rear portion
of the gold club head according to the embodiment
of FIG. 18.

[0021] The figures referred to above are not necessar-
ily drawn to scale and should be understood to provide
a representation of the invention, illustrative of the prin-
ciples involved. Some features of the golf club heads
depicted in the drawings may have been enlarged or dis-
torted relative to others to facilitate explanation and un-
derstanding. The same reference numbers are used in
the drawings for similar or identical components and fea-
tures shown in various alternative embodiments. Golf
club heads as disclosed herein would have configura-
tions and components determined, in part, by the intend-
ed application and environment in which they are used.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] In the following description of various example
embodiments of the invention, reference is made to the
accompanying drawings, which form a part hereof, and
in which are shown by way of illustration various example
structures, devices, systems, and environments in which
aspects of the invention may be practiced. It is to be un-
derstood that other specific arrangements of parts, struc-
tures, example devices, systems, and environments may
be utilized and structural and functional modifications
may be made without departing from the scope of the
present invention.
[0023] To assist the reader, this specification is broken
into various subsections, as follows: Terms; General De-
scription of Golf Club Heads According to Aspects of the
Invention; Specific Examples of the Invention; and Con-
clusion.

A. Terms

[0024] The following terms are used in this specifica-
tion, and unless otherwise noted or clear from the context,
these terms have the meanings provided below.
[0025] Unless otherwise stated or otherwise clear from
the context below, directional terms used herein, such
as "front," "rear," "side," "top," "bottom," etc., refer to di-
rections relative to the golf club head itself. Thus, in the
illustrated embodiment of FIG. 1, "front" refers to that
portion of the head 100 that would lay adjacent the golf
ball when the club is positioned for swinging, and "rear"
or "aft" refers to that portion of the golf club head that is
substantially opposite to the front. "Bottom" or "sole" re-
fers to the portion of head 100 that lays adjacent the
ground when the golf club is positioned for swinging, and
"top" or "crown" refers to that portion of the golf club head
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100 that is opposite to the bottom. "Hosel side" or "heel
side" refers to the side of head 100 that is generally near-
est the attachment of head 100 to a golf club shaft. "Toe
side" refers to the side of head 100 that is opposite to the
hosel side.
[0026] The term "detachably attached" refers to an at-
tachment that is designed to be relatively easily undone
and to prevent damaging or potentially damaging the at-
tached parts during the detaching process. The term "re-
leasably joined" may be used interchangeably with "de-
tachably attached." A detachable attachment requires
only nominal forces to detach the parts from one another.
[0027] A threaded fastener, which is designed to be
readily unscrewed, is an example of a detachable attach-
ment. An elastically deformable snap-lock fitting, which
can be unsnapped without being destroyed, so as to allow
for two parts to come apart, is another example of a de-
tachable attachment. This is true, even if a special tool
is required to unsnap the fitting. An adhesive joint using
an adhesive that can be softened or melted at a relatively
low temperature (such as by applying heat via a conven-
tional hair drier, propane torch, etc.), such that the two
attached parts slip apart without being damaged, is an-
other example of a detachable attachment.
[0028] A detachable attachment does not cause dam-
age to the parts that are attached to one another when
the parts are detached. However, in one embodiment, a
detachable attachment could encompass the destruction
of an attachment element that is not an element of the
parts that are attached. For example, the adhesive ele-
ment in a releasable adhesive joint may not be capable
of being reused and would therefore be considered to be
only a single-use, replaceable attachment element (e.g.,
it may be cleaned off and replaced by fresh adhesive).
As another example, two parts could be coupled together
with a relatively soft pin that is press fit into relatively hard
sockets of the two attached parts. To detach the parts,
the pin could be punched out, and in the process de-
stroyed. However, the sockets and the two attached parts
would not be damaged. The attachment element, i.e.,
the pin in this example, is designed to be a single-use,
replaceable item.
[0029] The opposite of a detachable attachment is a
non-detachable attachment. A detachable attachment
may be temporary (if it is detached) or permanent (if it is
never detached). Thus, if the threaded fastener in the
above example is not unscrewed, the two joined parts
will remain permanently detachably attached to one oth-
er.
[0030] A brazed or welded joint would not be consid-
ered to be detachable, as detaching the parts would re-
quire the application of either excessive, potentially dam-
aging heat, forces or machining to detach the welded
elements from one another. Similarly, an adhesive joint
that is designed for permanent bonding and that requires
the application of excessive, potentially damaging heat
to burn the adhesive off or that requires the application
of excessive, potentially damaging prying force to pull

the joint apart, would not be considered to be detachable.
As another example, a riveted joint that generally re-
quires alteration of the joined parts during the riveting
process and that further requires unintended destruction
of the rivet is not considered to be detachable.
[0031] In other examples, the design context and the
context in which the attachment element is used must be
taken into account. For example, a threaded fastener with
a locking feature that requires considerable force (i.e.,
potentially damaging the joined parts) to unlock and
which was designed to provide a permanent, non-de-
tachable attachment would not be considered to be de-
tachable. However, a threaded fastener having a locking
feature that requires only nominal force to overcome and
which was selected and designed, for example, to reduce
play in the joint, may be considered to be detachable.
Such a threaded fastener with a locking feature may be
considered to be detachable even if the locking feature
and/or the threaded fastener itself is destroyed during
detachment.
[0032] As used herein, the terms "interchangeable" or
"substitutable" refer to items that may be used in place
of one another. In general, interchangeable items need
not be identical to one another, and the interchangeability
will be context driven. Thus, for example, a first compo-
nent may be attachably interchangeable with a second
component in that both the first and the second compo-
nents may be configured for alternative attachment to a
third component. However, the first component may have
a different mass, a different center-of-gravity and/or dif-
ferent moments-of-inertia than the second component,
and thus, in the context of mass characteristics, the sec-
ond component would not be interchangeable with the
first component. Even further, the second component
may be attachably interchangeable with the first compo-
nent in that both the first and the second components
may be alternatively attachable to the third component,
even though the details of the attachment might vary.
[0033] Interchangeable components are not necessar-
ily detachably interchangeable. For example, two com-
ponents are attachably interchangeable if each could be
attached to a third component in place of the other. How-
ever, once the attachment of one of the components is
formed with the third component, if the attachment is per-
manent, then even though the two components were at-
tachably interchangeable, they are not detachably inter-
changeable. Only if the components are both detachably
attachable and interchangeable are they detachably in-
terchangeable.

B. General Description of Golf Club Heads and Golf 
Club Systems According to Aspects of the Invention

[0034] In general, aspects of the present invention re-
late to systems for providing golf club heads, or other ball
striking devices, that better control the mass properties
of the individual golf club heads, thereby providing great-
er flexibility and customizability in the design of the overall
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golf club.
[0035] Golf club heads having a multi-component con-
struction wherein at least one of the components is de-
tachably attached to another are described herein. As a
specific example, a golf club head may include: a front
body member (or a main body member) detachably at-
tached to a rear body member (or to a secondary body
member). Front body member (or main body member)
includes a striking surface and further may include a strik-
ing surface frame, a sole portion, a crown portion, a rear
face substantially opposed to the striking surface and/or
a hosel.
[0036] The front or the main body members are typi-
cally formed as a unitary item from metal, although it may
be formed of multiple sub-items and/or multiple materials,
which are subsequently joined together. By way of non-
limiting example, the striking surface could be formed of
titanium or a titanium alloy separately from the frame,
which could be formed of steel. Other materials such as
aluminum, tungsten, nickel, alloys of various metals,
graphite, polymers, plastics, composites, ceramics
and/or combinations thereof could be used. Suitable
methods and materials for forming the main body mem-
ber will be apparent to persons of ordinary skill in the art,
given the benefit of this disclosure (e.g., by welding a
separate striking plate to a cup-shaped frame member,
by forging, by pressing, by stamping, etc.).
[0037] The front body member may include a crown or
a portion thereof projecting rearwardly from a top portion
of the striking surface frame, or a sole member or a por-
tion thereof projecting rearwardly from a bottom portion
of the striking surface frame, or both in at least some
examples of the invention. Optionally, if desired, the
crown portion may extend over at least 25% of an overall
front-to-back dimension of the golf club head. As addi-
tional examples, if desired, the crown portion may extend
over at least 50% or even at least 80% of the overall front-
to-back dimension of the golf club head.
[0038] Similarly, the rear or secondary body member
may be formed as a single piece from a single material,
or as multiple pieces subsequently joined to one another.
Alternatively, the rear body member may be formed as
a composite body, having multiple layers to build up the
thickness. The rear body member may be hollow in order
to reduce its weight and to allow a club designer to better
distribute the club head’s mass within the overall club
head structure, e.g., to increase its moment-of-inertia
without increasing its mass, to control the center of gravity
location, etc. For example, the rear body member may
be designed as a substantially shell-like structure that
defines a concavity. Optionally, the rear body member
may be designed to receive or carry weight elements (not
shown) for customizing the mass distribution of the rear
body member and the golf club head. These weights may
be attached after manufacture of the rear body member
or may be included within the rear body member, for ex-
ample, between the layers of a composite body member.
[0039] According to one aspect of the invention, two

or more rear or secondary body members may be pro-
vided for interchangeable attachment to a front or main
body member. Each of the interchangeably attachable
rear body members have a unique combination of center-
of-gravity and moment-of-inertia characteristics. Each of
the interchangeably attachable rear body members may
also have a unique external shape, thus allowing a golfer
to not only customize the performance characteristics of
the golf club, but also to customize the look of the golf
club head. The various rear body members also may be
colored differently and/or finished differently, to enable
customization and change of the aesthetic appearance
of the golf club head. A means for detachably attaching
the rear body members to the main body member (e.g.,
a detachable attachment element) is provided for detach-
ably attaching the interchangeable rear body members
to the front body member.
[0040] Further, according to an aspect of the invention,
a golf club head system has a front or main body member,
a first rear or secondary body member detachably at-
tached to the front body member, and at least one other
rear or secondary body member that is attachably inter-
changeable with the first rear body member. The first rear
body member is detachably attached. The other rear
body member that is interchangeable with the first rear
body member, may be detachably attachable or non-de-
tachably attachable to the front body member.
[0041] The rear body member may be detachably at-
tached to any part of the front body member, including,
for example, to the striking surface, to a striking surface
frame, to a crown portion, to a sole portion, to a rear
surface, or to any combination thereof. In accordance
with some illustrative embodiments of the invention, a
means for detachably attaching a rear body member to
a front body member may include an adhesive that melts
or softens at relatively low temperatures. For example,
the adhesive may be an epoxy adhesive having a
debonding temperature less than 200 °C, such that bond-
ing and detaching parts becomes a matter of temperature
change. One such known "removable" adhesive was de-
veloped at the Sandia National Laboratory and is dis-
closed in US Patent No. 6,825,315. This removable ad-
hesive liquefies (i.e., melts) and loses its bonding capa-
bility at relatively low elevated temperatures (approxi-
mately from 90 degrees C to 130 degrees C, depending
upon the exact formulation) and then rebonds when the
temperature is lowered (approximately from 20-25 de-
grees C, i.e., room temperature, to 60 degrees C). Min-
imal force is required to debond (or separate) the bonded
elements when this liquifying adhesive has liquefied.
[0042] In accordance with other illustrative embodi-
ments of the invention, a means for detachably attaching
a rear or secondary body member to a front or main body
member may include one or more mechanical elements.
In one embodiment, the mechanical elements may in-
clude one or more threaded fasteners. The individual fas-
teners could be longitudinally oriented in a front-to-rear
direction, in a top-to-bottom direction, in a side-to-side
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direction or at an angle to any of these directions, de-
pending upon the specific interface details, expected
loads and/or accessibility concerns. By way of non-lim-
iting example, threaded screws may fasten the rear body
member to the front body member at the heel side and
at the toe side of the club head. An additional threaded
screw may fasten the rear body member to the front body
member at a crown or sole member portion of the front
body member. By way of another non-limiting example,
one or more threaded screws may fasten the rear body
member to the front body member at a rear surface of
the front body member. Optionally, these threaded
screws may be "captured" by the rear body member, such
that they are easily accessible when the rear body mem-
ber is being attached to the front body member. Further,
optionally, the rear body member may include threaded
inserts, bosses or captured nuts for receiving the thread-
ed fasteners. As would be apparent to a person of ordi-
nary skill in the art given the benefit of this disclosure,
other mechanical fasteners and configurations of me-
chanical fasteners may be utilized.
[0043] As another example, the rear or secondary body
member may be detachably attached to the front or main
body member using mechanical elements that may in-
clude one or more elastically-deformable elements. By
way of non-limiting example, an elastically-deformable
mechanical fastening element may include a biasing el-
ement. By way of another non-limiting example, an elas-
tically-deformable mechanical fastening element may in-
clude a snap-lock fastener. Such snap-lock fasteners
could fasten the rear body member to the front body
member at the heel side and at the toe side of the club
head, at the top and at the bottom portions of the front
body member, and/or at a rear surface of the front body
member. Further, as another illustrative example, an
elastically-deformable mechanical fastening element
could be used in conjunction with one or more threaded
fasteners. Elastically-deformable fastening elements
could be made of any suitable material, such as metals
and/or relatively hard plastics. A special tool, if neces-
sary, could be used to temporarily deform the fasteners
such that the joined members may be easily detached.
If necessary, design features could be incorporated into
the rear body member, the front body member or both to
accommodate the use of a tool to assist in uncoupling
the elastically-deformable elements. As would become
apparent to a person of ordinary skill in the art given the
benefit of this disclosure, other elastically-deformable
mechanical fasteners may be used.
[0044] As even another example, the rear or secondary
body member may be detachably attached to the front
or main body member using mechanical elements that
may include one or more plastically-deformable and/or
single-use elements. By way of non-limiting example, a
plastically-deformable mechanical fastening element
may include a nylon plug inserted into a hole in the thread-
ed portion of a fastener. Such a plastically-deformable
element assists in retaining the threaded fastener in the

threaded bore and reducing vibration. However, if the
amount of plastic deformation of the plug is minimal, the
threaded fastener will still be detachable with only nom-
inal forces from the threaded bore. By way of another
non-limiting example, a two-part shear pin may mechan-
ically fasten the rear body member to the front body mem-
ber. The shear pin may include an outer, plastically-de-
formable sleeve and an inner, non-deformable pin. This
pin could join a lug-and-clevis arrangement of the rear
body/front body members. Specifically, the lug and the
clevis of the rear body/front body members could be
aligned; the outer, plastically-deformable sleeve could
be inserted into to the bores of the aligned lug-and-clevis;
and then the inner, non-deformable pin could be inserted
into the sleeve. The insertion of the inner pin could cause
the outer sleeve to deform, thereby providing a slip and
vibration free joint. To detach the rear body member from
the front body member, the inner pin would be pulled (or
pushed) from the bores, thereby allowing the deformed
outer sleeve to be removed from the bores. As would be
apparent to a person of ordinary skill in the art given the
benefit of this disclosure, other plastically-deformable
mechanical fasteners may be used.
[0045] Further, without departing from the invention, a
means for detachably attaching a rear or secondary body
member to a front or main body member may include
both mechanical elements and adhesive elements.
[0046] Other club head components may be provided
in a club head structure without departing from the inven-
tion. For example, at least some golf club heads in ac-
cordance with examples of this invention may include
weight members. Optionally, the weight members could
be movable and/or capable of being relocated to a variety
of locations on the golf club head, thereby providing mul-
tiple weighting arrangements with respect to the club
head structure.
[0047] The various parts of the golf club head may be
made from any suitable or desired materials without de-
parting from this invention, including steel (including
stainless steel), titanium alloys, magnesium alloys, alu-
minum alloys, carbon fiber composite materials, glass
fiber composite materials, carbon pre-preg materials,
polymeric materials, and the like. Further, the various
parts may be produced in any suitable or desired manner
without departing from the invention, including casting,
forging, molding (e.g., injection or blow molding), press-
ing, stamping, etc. Examples of polymeric materials that
may be included in various parts of a club head structure
include: thermoplastics (e.g., those suitable for use in
injection or blow molding processes, such as thermoplas-
tic polyurethanes, etc.), nylons, polyesters, and the like.
If desired, the polymeric materials may also include met-
als or metal alloy components, e.g., to affect strength
and/or to control weight or density. As would be apparent
to a person of ordinary skill in the art given the benefit of
this disclosure, materials other than those specifically
identified above as non-limiting examples may be used
for the various parts of the golf club head without depart-
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ing from this invention.
[0048] If the front or main body member is not formed
as a unitary structure, then the various parts of the front
body member may be held together as an integral struc-
ture in any suitable or desired manner, including by way
of non-limiting examples, using mechanical connectors,
adhesives, cements, welding, and the like. Similarly, if
the rear or secondary body member is not formed as a
unitary structure, then the various parts of the body mem-
ber may be held together as an integral structure in any
suitable or desired manner, including by way of non-lim-
iting examples, using mechanical connectors, adhe-
sives, cements, welding, and the like. Additionally, as
would become apparent to a person of ordinary skill in
the art given the benefit of this disclosure, the various
parts of the front body member and/or the rear body mem-
ber, if any, may optionally be constructed from different
materials, without departing from this invention.
[0049] Aspects of this invention also relate to golf clubs
that include golf club head structures described above.
Such clubs may include, for example, a club head of the
type described above and a shaft extending from the
head. The shaft may be attached to the head in any suit-
able or desired manner, including in conventional man-
ners known and used in the art, such as via adhesives,
cements, welding, soldering, mechanical connectors
(such as threads, retaining elements, or the like), releas-
able connections, etc. Further, the shaft could be detach-
ably attached to the golf club head via a liquefying adhe-
sive, as would be apparent to a person of ordinary skill
in the art given the benefit of this disclosure. The shaft
may be made from any suitable or desired materials, in-
cluding conventional materials known and used in the
art, such as graphite based materials, other composite
materials, steel materials (including stainless steel), alu-
minum materials, other metal alloy materials, and the like.
[0050] Also, as is conventional, a grip element or other
handle member may be attached to and/or extend from
the shaft. Any desired grip materials may be used without
departing from this invention, including rubber materials,
leather materials, materials including cord or other fabric
material embedded therein, polymeric materials, and the
like. The grip element may be attached to the shaft in
any suitable or desired manner, including in conventional
manners known and used in the art, e.g., using adhesives
or cements. For structures including a separate handle
member extending from the shaft, the handle member
may be connected to the shaft, directly or indirectly, in
any suitable or desired manner, such as via welding, sol-
dering, adhesives, mechanical connectors (such as
threads, retaining elements, etc.), or the like.
[0051] While specific dimensions, characteristics,
and/or ranges of dimensions and characteristics may be
used for a given club head structure (such as the ranges
described in U.S. Published Patent Application No.
2005/0239576 A1, entitled "Golf Clubs and Golf Club
Heads, filed by Stites et al., published October 27, 2005),
those skilled in the art will recognize that these dimen-

sions and ranges are simply examples that may be used
in at least some example club head structures of the in-
vention. Many variations in the ranges and the specific
dimensions and characteristics may be used without de-
parting from this invention, e.g., depending on the type
of club, user preferences, user swing characteristics, and
the like, and these features may be controlled depending
on the characteristics of the rear body member and/or
the front body member. For example, various dimensions
and/or characteristics may be achieved (such as various
loft angles, face angles, head weights, lie angles, center
of gravity angles, inset distances, lengths, breadths,
heights, face thicknesses, crown thicknesses, sole thick-
nesses, body member wall thicknesses, hosel diameters,
volumes, bulge radii, roll radii, body densities, etc.), e.g.,
depending on whether the golf club head is a driver, a 2-
wood, a 3-wood, a 4-wood, a 5-wood, a 7-wood, a 9-
wood, a wood-type hybrid club, etc. Also, various dimen-
sions and/or characteristics may be provided to suit a
user’s preferences and/or swing characteristics; to pro-
vide the desired launch angle, carry distance, and/or oth-
er characteristics for the club; etc. Additionally, various
different shaft characteristics (such as stiffness, flex
point, kick point, etc.) may be used to further allow change
and control over the club’s and the club head’s feel and
characteristics.
[0052] Golf club heads in accordance with examples
of this invention may use the club head design and/or
geometry to produce other desired club head character-
istics. For example, in some club head structures in ac-
cordance with this invention, the front body member of
the club head will be designed such that the club head
will have a larger head and/or face length (e.g., heel to
toe) relative to the club head’s depth or breadth (e.g.,
front to back) and a "squared" structure, which results in
a club head that is more torsionally stable (i.e., more re-
sistant to twisting), thereby producing a more consistent,
reliable, and/or straight golf ball flight. Golf club heads
and golf clubs in accordance with at least some of these
example aspects of the invention may include a front or
main body member and/or a rear or secondary body
member sized so as to provide a club head body having
an overall club head length dimension L of at least 4.5
inches, at least 4.6 inches, at least 4.7 inches, at least
4.8 inches, or even at least 4.9 inches, and a ratio of an
overall club head breadth dimension to the overall club
head length dimension of 0.9 or more and 1 or less. Club
heads in accordance with at least some examples of this
invention may have a ratio of club head breadth to club
head length of at least 0.94, at least 0.95, at least 0.96,
at least 0.97, or even at least 0.98.
[0053] In golf club heads in accordance with at least
some examples of this invention, the front or main body
member and/or the rear or secondary body member may
be sized such that the overall club head breadth B di-
mension may be at least 4.2 inches, at least 4.3 inches,
at least 4.4 inches, at least 4.5 inches, at least 4.6 inches,
at least 4.7 inches, at least 4.8 inches, or even at least
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4.9 inches. As with the examples described above, the
club head body according to at least some examples of
this aspect of the invention may be dimensioned such
that the overall club head length dimension L is at least
4.7 inches, at least 4.8 inches, or even at least 4.9 inches,
and/or such that the overall club head body size is 500
cm3 or less, 470 cm3 or less, or even 460 cm3 or less. In
some examples, the interchangeable rear or secondary
body member will be sized and shaped such that the
overall club head body size or volume will be at least
350cc, at least 400cc, at least 420cc, or even at least
450cc.
[0054] Specific examples of the invention are de-
scribed in more detail below. The reader should under-
stand that these specific examples are set forth merely
to illustrate examples of the invention, and they should
not be construed as limiting the invention.

C. Specific Examples of the Invention

[0055] The various figures in this application illustrate
examples of golf club heads, golf club head systems, and
golf club head components. When the same reference
number appears in more than one drawing, that refer-
ence number is used consistently in this specification and
the drawings to refer to the same part throughout.
[0056] At least some example embodiments of golf
club heads according to this invention relate to "wood-
type" golf club heads, e.g., useful for drivers, fairway
woods, utility or hybrid type clubs, or the like. Such club
head structures typically include a multiple piece con-
struction and structure. The following description and the
corresponding figures are describing embodiments of the
invention and other embodiments which are to be under-
stood as examples, not covered by the claims.
[0057] FIGS. 1-5 are views illustrating certain features
of an embodiment of a golf club head 100. Head 100
includes a main body member 20 connected to a sec-
ondary body member 30. Typically, head 100 is connect-
ed to a golf club shaft 10 (see FIG. 1), thereby forming a
complete golf club.
[0058] Head 100 includes a front 11, a rear 12 a top
13, a bottom 14, a heel side 15, and a toe side 16.
[0059] In the illustrated embodiment of FIGS. 1 through
5, main body member 20 (or front body member) is gen-
erally cup-shaped (i.e., formed as a substantially rela-
tively thin-walled shell and defining an inner concavity)
and includes striking surface 22 (also referred to as a
face plate), a striking surface frame 24, and a sole portion
26. In this embodiment, main body member 20 is further
illustrated with an external hosel 28 for attaching golf club
shaft 10 to head 100.
[0060] Striking surface 22 provides a contact area for
engaging and propelling a golf ball in an intended direc-
tion. Striking surface 22 need not have a flat strike sur-
face. For example, the strike surface may include hori-
zontal grooves (not shown). Striking surface 22 also may
be curved, e.g., to include "bulge" and "roll" characteris-

tics, as are commonly included in golf club head struc-
tures.
[0061] Striking surface frame 24 is connected to strik-
ing surface 22. Frame 24 may be integrally formed with
or subsequently joined to striking surface 22 (e.g., by
welding). In the illustrated embodiment, frame 24 extends
around the perimeter of striking surface 22 and further
extends in a depth direction toward the rear portion 12
of head 100. In one example embodiment, frame 24 may
be formed of titanium metal or alloy (as is known and
used in the art), may have a thickness ranging from ap-
proximately 0.01 inches to approximately 0.25 inches,
and a depth ranging from approximately 0.1 inches to 2
inches (exclusive of any crown or sole portion that may
be present). The thickness and depth contours of frame
24 need not be constant. Further, frame 24 may extend
only partially around the perimeter of striking surface 22.
Even further, frame 24 need not be continuous.
[0062] Sole portion 26 is located on the bottom portion
14 of head 100. Sole portion 26 projects from a lower
edge of frame 24, thereby extending toward the rear por-
tion 12 of head 100. Sole portion 26 may be integrally
formed with or subsequently joined to frame 24. In one
example embodiment, sole portion 26 may be formed of
titanium metal or alloy, steel, or other material, may have
a thickness ranging from approximately 0.01 inches to
approximately 0.25 inches, and a side-to-side width rang-
ing from approximately 1 inch to 5 inches. The thickness
and width contours of sole plate 26 need not be constant.
Sole portion 26 may extend all the way to the rear edge
of head 100. In one embodiment, sole portion 26 extends
more than halfway across the front-to-rear length of head
100.
[0063] Main body member 20 may include hosel 28
(shown in FIG. 1). Hosel 28 provides an attachment in-
terface for attaching a golf club shaft 10 to golf club head
100. Hosel 28 is located where the heel side portion 15
and top portion 13 of head 100 come together. Addition-
ally, hosel 28 is typically located closer to the front portion
11 than to the rear portion 12. Hosel 28 may be integrally
formed with main body member 20. Alternatively, hosel
28 (or at least some portions thereof) may be formed
separately from the rest of main body member 20 and
subsequently joined thereto. In FIG. 1, hosel 28 is shown
as projecting from frame 24. In another possible config-
uration, the hosel could be formed as a bore located with-
in main body member 20 (e.g., a "neckless" or interior
hosel configuration).
[0064] Secondary body member 30 (or rear body mem-
ber) is detachably attached to main body member 20. In
one aspect and as embodied in FIGS. 1-5, secondary
body member 30 is formed as a hollow body. As best
shown in FIG. 5, secondary body member 30 includes
an internal concavity 32 at least partially enclosed by
walls 34. Secondary body member 30 further includes
an opening that faces main body member 20 and is op-
posite to rear portion 12 of secondary body member 30.
In the illustrated embodiment, secondary body member
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30 includes a perimeter flange 36 for complementary in-
sertion into a perimeter flange 45 of main body member
20. When secondary body member 30 is attached to main
body member 20, a closed or substantially closed internal
cavity 33 is formed within club head 100. Alternatively, if
desired, the perimeter flange 36 of secondary body mem-
ber 30 may overlay the perimeter member 45 of main
body member 20. Optionally, if desired, a polymeric ma-
terial (e.g., rubber, polytetrafluoroethylene, or other ma-
terial), such as a gasket, may be provided at the joint
between secondary body member 30 and main body
member 20 (e.g., fully or partially around the perimeter
of the joint) to damped noise or vibration or reduce rat-
tling.
[0065] In the embodiment of FIGS. 1-5, secondary
body member 30 is removably and replaceably coupled
to main body member 20 by threaded fasteners 40. As
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, one threaded fastener 40a is
located on the toe side of head 100 and the other thread-
ed fastener 40b is located on the heel side. Each of these
threaded fasteners has a longitudinal axis that is oriented
approximately perpendicular to the plane of striking sur-
face 22. Secondary body member 30 includes counter-
sunk portions 31 to allow for insertion and removal of
threaded fasteners 40 at the proper angle. As best shown
in FIG. 5, in this particular embodiment, for each fastener,
main body member 20 includes a boss 27 attached to or
formed at an inner side wall. The end of the threaded
portion of fastener 40a extends into and/or through boss
27.
[0066] As presented above, main body member 20 of
the embodiment of FIGS. 1-5 includes sole portion 26.
An elastically-deformable element couples secondary
body member 30 to sole portion 26 in this example struc-
ture. Specifically, the rearward-most end of sole portion
26 includes a tab 49. Tab 49 is designed to slide into a
slot 46 defined in secondary body member 30, thereby
coupling sole portion 26 to the bottom of secondary body
member 30. Tab 49 is elastically deformable, thereby
facilitating the insertion of tab 49 into slot 46, and further
providing a biasing of secondary body member 30 rela-
tive to main body member 20. Biasing may be used to
remove unwanted play between the two detachably at-
tached members. A person of ordinary skill in the art will
appreciate that other fastening mechanisms may be used
to detachably attach sole portion 26 to secondary body
member 30, given the benefit of this disclosure.
[0067] In the embodiment of FIGS. 6 and 7, sole plate
26 includes a throughhole at its rearward-most end, so
that sole portion 26 may be fastened to secondary body
member 30 with a threaded fastener (e.g., threaded into
a boss or an attached nut member included with the body
member structure).
[0068] In the embodiment of FIGS. 8 and 9, main body
member 20 includes a crown portion 21. Crown portion
21 projects rearwardly from a top portion of striking sur-
face frame 24. In this particular embodiment, crown por-
tion 21 is integrally formed with frame 24. At the rearward-

most end of crown portion 21, a threaded fastener 40c
is provided to detachably attach secondary body member
30 to main body member 20. Additional fasteners may
be provided at other locations, if desired.
[0069] Secondary body member 30 may include a con-
cavity 32 partially enclosed by walls 34. The upper portion
of a rear wall of secondary body member 30 extends
toward striking surface 22 and provides a platform for
receiving the threaded portion of fastener 40c. At the bot-
tom portion of secondary body member 30, a flange 36
overlaps a complementary flange 45 formed in the bot-
tom portion of frame 24. In this embodiment, a layer of
removable, liquefiable adhesive 50 is located between
the two flanges 45 and 30. Further, a layer of removable,
liquefiable adhesive 50 extends up and around the side
walls and crown portion of main body member 20 where
it interfaces with secondary body member 30. To detach
secondary body member 30 from main body member 20,
fastener 40c is removed and then the removable adhe-
sive is heated until it melts. Upon liquefaction of the ad-
hesive, secondary body member 30 is debonded from
main body member 20 such that secondary body mem-
ber 30 easily slides apart from main body member 20.
[0070] In the embodiment of FIGS. 10 and 11, main
body member 20 includes a crown portion 21 and a sole
portion 26. Secondary body member includes a concavity
32 partially enclosed by walls 34. In this embodiment,
walls 34 form a roughly U-shaped enclosure of concavity
32, with two side walls extending forwardly from a rear
wall portion. Crown portion 21 projects rearwardly from
a top portion of striking surface frame 24. Sole portion
26 projects rearwardly from a bottom portion of striking
surface frame 24. In this particular embodiment, both
crown portion 21 and sole portion 26 are integrally formed
with frame 24.
[0071] As best shown in FIG. 11, at the rearward-most
end of crown portion 21, a through hole is provided to
accept a portion of pin 42a. A corresponding through hole
for accepting a different portion of pin 42a is provided in
a top, rear portion of secondary body member 30. At the
rearward-most end of sole portion 26, a through hole is
provided to accept a portion of pin 42b. A corresponding
through hole for accepting a different portion of pin 42b
is provided in a bottom, rear portion of secondary body
member 30. Pins 42a, 42b detachably attach the rear
portion of secondary body member 30 to the rear portions
of main body member 20 (i.e., the rear portion of crown
portion 21 and the rear portion of sole portion 26). In this
particular embodiment, pins 42a and 42b are elastically-
deformable roll or spring pins. Optionally, in another em-
bodiment, pins 42a and 42b may include a plastically-
deformable sleeve and a central (essentially) non-de-
formable pin.
[0072] At the forward-most ends of secondary body
member 30, a pair of tabs 46 is provided in this particular
embodiment. Tabs 46 may be formed of the same ma-
terial as the rest of secondary body member 30, and fur-
ther, may be formed integrally with secondary body mem-
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ber 30. In the attached configuration, tabs 46 lie alongside
the inner surface of a side wall of main body member 20.
Each tab 46 includes a projection 47 that extends out-
wardly toward the side wall of main body member 20 and
engages an aperture 23 of main body member 20. FIG.
11 shows a dashed outline of projections 47, as they are
located on the opposite side of tabs 46 in this view.
[0073] To detach secondary body member 30 from
main body member 20, pins 42a, 42b are driven into cav-
ity 31 with a pin driver. Then, projections 47 are disen-
gaged from apertures 23 by either using a tool to push
projections 47 inward or by squeezing the side walls of
secondary body member 30 toward one another. Of
course, if desired, the various club head components il-
lustrated in FIGS. 10 and 11 may be connected using
other types of connectors, such as the threaded mechan-
ical connectors described above.
[0074] It is to be appreciated that any number of fas-
tening elements can be provided on the golf club head
and that the location and orientation of the fastening el-
ements described herein are merely illustrative. Other
suitable methods for detachably attaching secondary
body member 30 to main body member 20 will be appar-
ent to persons of ordinary skill in the art, given the benefit
of this disclosure.
[0075] In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 12 through
16, main body member 20 includes a striking surface 22,
a sole portion 26, a crown portion 21, and a rear face 25
substantially opposed to striking surface 22. In this em-
bodiment, the main body member defines an at least sub-
stantially enclosed main body cavity 29.
[0076] A secondary body member 30 is detachably at-
tached to the rear face 25 of main body member 20. In
the embodiment shown in FIGS. 12-16, secondary body
member 30 extends over the entire rear face 25 of main
body member 20. Thus, in this embodiment, secondary
body member 30 extends from the heel side 15 of club
head 100 to the toe side 16 of the club head, and further,
extends from the crown portion 21 of main body member
20 to the sole portion 26 of main body member. Alterna-
tively, secondary body member 30 may extend over only
a portion of rear face 25.
[0077] Three fasteners 43a, 43b and 43c mechanically
fasten secondary body member 30 to main body member
20. Fastener 43a is generally located adjacent the toe
side 16 of club head 100 (see FIG. 15); fastener 43b is
generally located in a central region of the rear side 12
of club head 100 (see FIGS. 13 and 14); and fastener
43c is generally located adjacent the heel side 15 of club
head 100 (see FIG. 16). Secondary body member 30
may include through holes to accommodate fasteners
43a-43c (see FIG. 12(b)).
[0078] As best shown in FIG. 12(a), rear face 25 of
main body member 20 need not be flat nor need it parallel
the contour of striking surface 22. Rather, rear face 25
may be shaped or contoured to accommodate the at-
tachment of secondary body member 30. Further, as best
shown in FIGS. 13-16, main body member 20 may in-

clude corresponding bosses for receiving the threaded
portions of fasteners 43a-43c.
[0079] In this embodiment, secondary body member
30 is shaped as a substantially shell-like structure such
that an internal concavity 32 is defined therein. Thus,
when secondary body member 30 is attached to main
body member 20, an enclosed or a substantially enclosed
secondary body cavity 38 is formed therebetween.
[0080] Optionally, rear face 25 may be contoured to
complement a matching surface of secondary body
member 30. If rear face 25 is contoured to complement
a matching surface of secondary body member 30, then
no secondary body cavity would be formed therebe-
tween.
[0081] As best shown in FIGS. 13 and 14, secondary
body member 30 may include a crown portion 37 and a
sole portion 39. The exterior surface of crown portion 37
of the secondary body member lies substantially flush
with the exterior surface of crown portion 21 of the main
body member. Similarly, the exterior surface of sole por-
tion 39 of the secondary body member lies substantially
flush with the exterior surface of sole portion 26 of the
main body member.
[0082] Optionally, an adhesive, for example, a liquefy-
ing epoxy, may be applied to some or all of the comple-
mentary surfaces of secondary body member 30 and
main body member 20. This adhesive may be applied in
lieu of the mechanical fastening elements or in addition
to the mechanical fastening elements.
[0083] As shown in FIG. 17, in a golf club head system
according to an embodiment of the invention, one or more
rear or secondary body members 30 may be configured
for interchangeable attachment to a front or main body
member 20. A first rear body member 30a may be de-
tachably attached to the front body member 20 (see FIG.
17(a)). At least one other rear body member 30b that is
attachably interchangeable with the first rear body mem-
ber 30a may be provided. When the first rear body mem-
ber 30a is detached from front body member 20, the other
rear body member 30b may be attached to front body
member 20 in its stead (see FIG. 17(b)). Thus, either rear
body member 30a or rear body member 30b may be in-
terchangeably attached to front body member 20.
[0084] Rear body member 30a has different charac-
teristics from rear body member 30b. For example, rear
body member 30a has a difference external shape, a
different center-of-gravity, and different moment-of-iner-
tia characteristics, when compared to rear body member
30b. As shown in FIG. 17(a), rear body member 30a has
a rounded rear surface, whereas as shown in FIG. 17(b),
rear body member 30b has a more squared-off rear sur-
face. As other examples, rear body members 30a and
30b may be formed of different materials or may have
different finishes or looks. Other rear body members (not
shown) with different characteristics may be provided for
interchangeable attachment with front body member 20.
[0085] The system may further include the means for
detachably attaching rear body members 30a, 30b to
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front body member 20. As presented above, such means
could include mechanical fastening elements (such as,
by way of non-limiting examples, threaded fasteners,
elastically deformable elements, plastically deformable
elements, tabs, pins, etc.) and/or adhesives (such as, by
way of non-limiting example, a liquefying epoxy).
[0086] In an embodiment as shown in FIGS. 18 through
22, main body member 20 includes a striking surface 22,
a sole portion 26, a crown portion 21, and a rear face 25
(see FIGS. 20 nsd 21) substantially opposed to striking
surface 22. A secondary body member 30 is detachably
attached to the rear face 25 of main body member 20. In
the embodiment shown in FIGS. 18-22, secondary body
member 30 extends over the entire rear face 25 of main
body member 20 and over a portion of the sole of golf
club head 100. As best shown in FIG. 19, portions of the
exterior sole portion 39 of secondary body member 30
extend on either side of sole portion 26 of main body
member 20.
[0087] Three fasteners 43d, 43e and 43f mechanically
fasten secondary body member 30 to main body member
20. Fasteners 43d-43f generally extend perpendicular to
sole portion 26, i.e., vertically when the club is in the
striking position. Although three fasteners are shown,
fewer or more fasteners may be used to attach secondary
body member 30 to main body member 20.
[0088] As shown in FIG. 20, rear face 25 may be
shaped or contoured to accommodate the attachment of
secondary body member 30, for example, rear face 25
may include bosses for accommodating fasteners 43d-
43f. In this embodiment, secondary body member 30 is
also shaped as a substantially shell-like structure such
that an internal concavity 32 is defined therein. Thus,
when secondary body member 30 is attached to main
body member 20, an enclosed or a substantially enclosed
secondary body cavity 38 is formed therebetween.
[0089] Transformable or convertible club heads of the
types described herein may be used in conjunction with
hosel members having releasable connections to golf
club shafts and/or in conjunction with hosel members that
allow adjustment of various club head characteristics
(e.g., adjustment of lie angle, loft angle, or face angle,
e.g., by adjusting the relative positioning of the shaft with
respect to the hosel). Any desired releasable and/or ad-
justable club head/shaft connection structures may be
used without departing from this invention, including such
connection structures as are known, commercially avail-
able, and/or used in the art. As some more specific ex-
amples, club heads of the types described herein may
be used in conjunction with the releasable and/or adjust-
able club head/shaft connection features described in
U.S. Patent No. 6,890,269, entitled "Temporary Golf Club
Shaft-component Connection," issued to Burrows on
May 10, 2005; U.S. Published Patent Appln. No.
2005/0049072, entitled "Temporary Golf Club Shaft-
component Connection," filed by Burrows on September
30, 2004; U.S. Patent Appln. No. 11/774,513, entitled
"Releasable and Interchangeable Connections for Golf

Club Heads and Shafts," filed in the name of Tavares et
al. on July 6, 2007; U.S. Patent Appln. No. 11/774,519,
entitled "Releasable and Interchangeable Connections
for Golf Club Heads and Shafts," filed in the name of
Thomas et al. on July 6, 2007; U.S. Patent Appln. No.
11/774,522, entitled "Releasable and Interchangeable
Connections for Golf Club Heads and Shafts," filed in the
name of Stites et al. on July 6, 2007; U.S. Patent Appln.
No. 11/846,370, entitled "Releasable and Interchangea-
ble Connections for Golf Club Heads and Shafts," filed
in the name of Stites et al. on August 28, 2007; and U.S.
Patent Appln. No. 12/177,778, entitled "Releasable and
Interchangeable Connections for Golf Club Heads and
Shafts," filed in the name of Thomas et al. on July 22,
2008.
[0090] The system may be used to provide an addi-
tional degree of individual golf club tailoring beyond what
would otherwise be obtainable with known systems. For
example, a golfer could easily test out multiple golf club
head configurations in the shop prior to purchasing a cus-
tomized club. Further, a golfer could also opt to purchase
or take home more than one detachably interchangeable
rear or secondary body member, thus having the readily
available option of transforming or tailoring his or her golf
club for different players, for different courses, for differ-
ent weather conditions, for practicing different swing
styles, etc. Retailers could market these easily transform-
able golf club heads, when sold with more than one de-
tachably interchangeable body member, as two-for-one
specials, as a cost effective way to own multiple custom-
ized club configurations, as a cost effective way to keep
up with the latest golf technology by merely updating the
interchangeable members, etc.
[0091] As an additional customizing option, specific
body members could be produced that match (or are as-
sociated with) the characteristics or specifications of the
clubs used by professional golfers or other celebrities.
Retailers could thus afford consumers an opportunity to
test out a club having characteristics similar to the club
used by the consumer’s favorite celebrity golfer. Further,
retailers could promote the sales of the customizable club
heads by including the interchangeable body member
associated with the celebrity golfer for free (or at a re-
duced price), when one or more other interchangeable
body members are purchased by the consumer.
[0092] In operation, the previously described features,
individually and/or in any combination, improve the ability
to customize and subsequently modify the mass charac-
teristics of a golf club for any individual golfer. Golf clubs
having customized mass characteristics are meant to im-
prove a golfer’s swing control and swing compensation.
While the various features of golf club head 100 work
together to achieve the advantages previously de-
scribed, it is recognized that individual features and sub-
combinations of these features can be used to obtain
some of the aforementioned advantages without the ne-
cessity to adopt all of these features.
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D. Conclusion

[0093] The present invention is disclosed above and
in the accompanying drawings with reference to a variety
of embodiments. The purpose served by the disclosure,
however, is to provide an example of the various features
and concepts related to the invention, not to limit the
scope of the invention. One skilled in the relevant art will
recognize that numerous variations and modifications
may be made to the embodiments described above with-
out departing from the scope of the present invention, as
defined by the appended claims. All such modifications
and adaptations are intended to be covered by the fol-
lowing claims.

Claims

1. A golf club head system comprising:

a main body member (20) having a striking sur-
face (22) and a rear face (25), and an at least
substantially enclosed first cavity therebetween
(29);
a first secondary body member (30a) detachably
attached to the rear face (25) of the main body
member (20), the first secondary body member
(30a) and the main body member (20) defining
an at least substantially enclosed second cavity
therebetween (38);
wherein the first secondary body member (30a)
extends over the entire rear face (25) of the main
body member (20), wherein the main body mem-
ber (20) is larger than the secondary body mem-
ber (30a),
wherein the first secondary body member (30a)
defines a rear edge of the club head,
wherein the first secondary body member (30a)
includes a crown portion (37) and a sole portion
(39) and the sole portion (39) of the first second-
ary body member (30a) has a greater surface
area than the crown portion (37) of the second-
ary body member (30a); and
at least one other secondary body member (30b)
attachably interchangeable with the first sec-
ondary body member (30a), the at least one oth-
er secondary body member (30b) having differ-
ent center of gravity and moment-of-inertia char-
acteristics than the first secondary body mem-
ber (30a).

2. The golf club head system of claim 1, wherein each
secondary body member (30a, 30b) has a different
combination of center-of-gravity and moment-of-in-
ertia characteristics.

3. The golf club head system of claim 1, wherein at
least one of the secondary body members (30a, 30b)

further includes at least one of a crown portion (37)
and a sole portion (39).

4. The golf club head system of claim 1, wherein the
first secondary body member (30a) is mechanically
fastened to the main body member (20) with a plu-
rality of mechanical elements (43a, 43b, 43c).

5. The golf club head system of claim 1, wherein the
first secondary body member (30a) is adhesively fas-
tened to the main body member (20) with an adhe-
sive and the adhesive is a liquefying epoxy.

6. The golf club head system of claim 1, wherein each
secondary body member (30a, 30b) has a different
external shape configured to impart a different ex-
ternal shape to the club head.

Patentansprüche

1. Golfschlägerkopfsystem, welches aufweist:

ein Hauptkörperglied (20) mit einer Schlagflä-
che (22) und einer hinteren Fläche (25) und ei-
nem mindestens im Wesentlichen umschlosse-
nen ersten Hohlraum dazwischen (29);
ein erstes sekundäres Körperglied (30a), das
abnehmbar an der hinteren Fläche (25) des
Hauptkörperglieds (20) befestigt ist, wobei das
erste sekundäre Körperglied (30a) und das
Hauptkörperglied (20) einen mindestens im We-
sentlichen umschlossenen zweiten Hohlraum
dazwischen (38) bestimmen;
wobei das erste sekundäre Körperglied (30a)
sich über die gesamte hintere Fläche (25) des
Hauptkörperglieds (20) erstreckt, wobei das
Hauptkörperglied (20) größer als das sekundäre
Körperglied (30a) ist,
wobei das erste sekundäre Körperglied (30a) ei-
nen hinteren Rand des Schlägerkopfes be-
stimmt,
wobei das erste sekundäre Körperglied (30a) ei-
nen Kronenabschnitt (37) und einen Sohlenab-
schnitt (39) aufweist und der Sohlenabschnitt
(39) des ersten sekundären Körperglieds (30a)
einen größeren Oberflächeninhalt als der Kro-
nenabschnitt (37) des sekundären Körperglieds
(30a) hat;
und mindestens ein weiteres sekundäres Kör-
perglied (30b), das befestigbar mit dem ersten
sekundären Körperglied (30a) austauschbar ist,
wobei das mindestens eine weitere sekundäre
Körperglied (30b) andere Schwerpunkt- und
Trägheitsmoment-Eigenschaften als das erste
sekundäre Körperglied (30a) hat.

2. Golfschlägerkopfsystem nach Anspruch 1, bei dem
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jedes sekundäre Körperglied (30a, 30b) eine andere
Kombination aus Schwerpunkt- und Trägheitsmo-
ment-Eigenschaften hat.

3. Golfschlägerkopfsystem nach Anspruch 1, bei dem
mindestens eines der sekundären Körperglieder
(30a, 30b) ferner mindestens entweder einen Kro-
nenabschnitt (37) oder einen Sohlenabschnitt (39)
aufweist.

4. Golfschlägerkopfsystem nach Anspruch 1, bei dem
das erste sekundäre Körperglied (30a) mit einer Viel-
zahl von mechanischen Elementen (43a, 43b, 43c)
mechanisch an dem Hauptkörperglied (20) befestigt
ist.

5. Golfschlägerkopfsystem nach Anspruch 1, bei dem
das erste sekundäre Körperglied (30a) mit einem
Klebstoff haftend an dem Hauptkörperglied (20) be-
festigt ist und der Klebstoff ein verflüssigbares Epo-
xid ist.

6. Golfschlägerkopfsystem nach Anspruch 1, bei dem
jedes sekundäre Körperglied (30a, 30b) eine andere
äußere Form hat, die dazu ausgebildet ist, dem
Schlägerkopf eine andere äußere Form zu verlei-
hen.

Revendications

1. Système de tête de club de golf comprenant :

un élément de corps principal (20) ayant une
surface de frappe de balle (22) et une face ar-
rière (25) ainsi qu’entre celles-ci une première
cavité (29) au moins essentiellement fermée,
un premier élément de corps secondaire (30a)
fixé de manière amovible à la face arrière (25)
de l’élément de corps principal (20), le premier
élément de corps secondaire (30a) et l’élément
de corps principal (20) définissant entre eux une
seconde cavité (38) au moins essentiellement
fermée,
le premier élément de corps secondaire (30a)
s’étendant sur la totalité de la face arrière (25)
de l’élément de corps principal (20), l’élément
de corps principal (20) étant plus grand que l’élé-
ment de corps secondaire (30a),
le premier élément de corps secondaire (30a)
définissant le bord arrière de la tête de club,
le premier élément de corps secondaire (30a)
comprenant une partie de couronne (37) et une
partie de semelle (39), et la partie de semelle
(39) du premier élément de corps secondaire
(30a) ayant une surface supérieure à celle de la
partie de couronne (37) du premier élément de
corps secondaire (30a), et

au moins un autre élément de corps (30b) pou-
vant être échangé avec le premier élément de
corps secondaire (30a), cet autre élément de
corps secondaire (30b) ayant des caractéristi-
ques de centre de gravité et de couple d’inertie
différentes de celles du premier élément de
corps secondaire (30a).

2. Système de tête de club de golf conforme à la re-
vendication 1,
dans lequel chaque élément de corps secondaire
(30a, 30b) a une combinaison différente de caracté-
ristiques de centre de gravité et de couple d’inertie.

3. Système de tête de club de golf conforme à la re-
vendication 1,
dans lequel au moins l’un des éléments de corps
secondaires (30a, 30b) comporte en outre une partie
de couronne (37) et/ou une partie de semelle (39).

4. Système de tête de club de golf conforme à la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel le premier élément de
corps secondaire (30a) est fixé mécaniquement à
l’élément de corps principal (20) à l’aide d’une série
d’éléments mécaniques (43a, 43b, 43c).

5. Système de tête de club de golf conforme à la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel le premier élément de
corps secondaire (30a) est fixé à l’élément de corps
principal (20) avec un adhésif, cet adhésif étant un
époxy à liquéfaction.

6. Système de tête de club de golf conforme à la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel chaque élément de corps
secondaire (30a, 30b) a une forme externe différente
conformée pour donner une forme externe différente
à la tête de club.
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